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For new home builders and master-planned community designers, success is dependent on having an idea become reality.
Sometimes it is difficult to express these ideas on paper or even clearly in person. Architectural PhotographyArchitectural Photography can provide
home construction businesses and community planners the tool they need to get the idea across to potential clients. A
Professional Architectural Photographer will use their experience to accentuate the key factors about a design that sets it apart
from the rest.

Imagine a master-planned community is wanting to provide customers with a pamphlet detailing what it is like to live there.
This community provided pictures of its own to the printers that they thought were adequate enough. After receiving the
pamphlets from the printers, this community was shocked by how the homes were out of scale to their yards. These pamphlets
made the real homes look smaller and much less desirable.

                      -Taylor Morrison Homes Old Memorial Community in Tampa, Florida

An architectural photographer is what this community needed to help prevent such a terrible outcome. These professional
photographers use their years of study and experience to capture the luxury, the essence, and the reality of model homes and
other developed properties. Architectural photography is a necessary expense so the project can be showcased professional.

Architectural photography can help define the real living space for which customers are looking. This images and photographs
can give a developer another view by which to show to customers how they will be living on these properties. Architectural
photography identifies what is unique about the designs of model homes and communities and displays them in a way that
every person sees it in the same light, angle, and way. 
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            -Taylor Morrison Homes Summerwind Community in Brea, California

Architectural photography is a non-disposable expense for model home builders and property developers. Architectural
photographers use their experience to showcase how homes and buildings truly look. These photographers identify the key
features about any design and focus the customer's attention on them. Having an architectural photographer can help give the
same look to every customer no matter preference.

Grey Street Studios, Inc. provides photography services to clients that are looking to demonstrate the architecture of model
homes, planned communities, and more. Please contact uscontact us so we can help you with information detailed to your specific
needs.
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